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In this work we prove a fixed point theorem for a class of self-maps of a
closed subset of a Banach space of functions. We use the theorem we
obtain to give a unified proof for the existence, under the appropriate gap
conditions, of pseudo-stable, pseudo-unstable, weak-stable, weak-unstable,
strong-stable, strong-unstable, stable, and unstable manifolds for C k , d,
0 - d F 1, maps of a Banach space. The gap condition that is needed for
each of these invariant manifolds results from one and the same condition
in our main theorem. This will show the similarity among these manifolds
Ž .and the symmetry between each pair )-stable and )-unstable even when
the map is not invertible. It will be obvious also why it is the case that for a
C k , d map we automatically have C k , d unstable, strong-unstable, stable,
Ž .and strong-stable manifolds which we will call S manifolds , but not
necessarily C k , d pseudo-unstable, pseudo-stable, weak-unstable, weak-sta-
Ž .ble, and centre manifolds which we will refer to as W manifolds. On the
other hand, we will see some differences between S manifolds and W
manifolds in an infinite dimensional Banach space. In particular, one can
obtain the local S manifolds without imposing any global conditions on the
map. However, in dealing with W manifolds one needs to impose such
global conditions on the map because an infinite dimensional Banach
space does not necessarily admit a smooth cutoff function. We do not need
cutoff functions to obtain local S manifolds. We will elaborate on this issue
at the end of this section.
We also show that if the appropriate components of the map vanish up
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resulting invariant manifold vanishes up to order k near the fixed point.
This estimate is needed for studying linearization questions, especially for
w xcontractions and partial contractions 7 .
To state our main theorems we need the following definitions.
Ž .DEFINITION 1.1. 1 Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Let Z s X = Y
<Ž . <  < < < <4be endowed with the box norm x, y s max x , y . For a linear operator
5 5L, L will denote the norm of L regardless of the norm used in the
underlying Banach space.
Ž .2 Let X : X and q s 0, 1. We will consider two cases:0
Ž .W X s X and q s 0.0
Ž . Ž . Ž .S X s B 0 and q s 1, where B 0 is the closed unit ball in0 1 1
0, 1Ž .X centered at the origin. Let C X , Y be the space of uniformly0
Lipschitz continuous functions. Let
u xŽ .
0, 15 5u # s sup , u g C X , Y .Ž .q 0< <xx/0
Ž . Ž .3 Let id : X “ X be given by id x s x, for all x g X . LetX 0 0 X 00 0
Q: C 0, 1 X , Y “ C 0, 1 X , X ,Ž . Ž .0 0 0
u “ Q .u
0, 1Ž . Ž .If Q s id for all u g C X , Y we say that Q is of type a and writeu X 00
Q ’ id .X 0
Ž . 0, 1Ž .4 Let T : X “ X be linear and continuous and h g C Z, X .
Assume that for all x g X we can solve the implicit relation uniquely0
for z,
z s Tx q h z , u zŽ .Ž .
0, 1Ž . 0, 1Ž .for all u g C X , Y . Thus, for all u g C X , Y , we have a function0 0
Ž . 0, 1Ž .Q : X “ X , x “ z s Q x . Assume that for all u g C X , Y , Q gu 0 0 u 0 u
0, 1Ž .C X , X . Thus, we have a map0 0
Q: C 0, 1 X , Y “ C 0, 1 X , X ,Ž . Ž .0 0 0
u “ Q .u
0, 1Ž . 0, 1Ž . Ž .In this case we say that Q: C X , Y “ C X X is of type b T , h .0 0 0
The following lemma is straightforward.
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0, 1Ž . 0, 1Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1.2. Let Q: C X , Y “ C X , X be of type b T , h .0 0 0
Ž . Ž . 0, 1Ž .Assume that Lip h - 1, h 0, 0 s 0. Let u g C X , Y be such that0
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ .. Ž .u 0 s 0 and Lip u F 1. Then Lip id, u s 1, Q 0 s 0, andu
5 5T
Lip Q F .Ž .u 1 y Lip hŽ .
In this work we prove the following Theorems A]D.
THEOREM A. Let X, Y, Z, X , and q be as in Definition 1.1. Assume the0
following:
w xH1 Let M: Y “ Y; B , B , C: X “ X be continuous linear maps1 2
5 5 5 5 Ž . Ž .such that M C - 1 and assume that either W or S holds:
Ž . 5 5 Ž 5 5 5 5 q .W M - 1 thus, M C - 1 since q s 0 .
Ž . 5 5 Ž 5 5 5 5 q .S C - 1 thus, M C - 1 since q s 1 .
Ž . Ž . 0, 1Ž . 0, 1Ž .A1 F s f , g, h , h where f , h , h g C Z, X , g g C Z, Y ,1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .and F 0, 0 s 0, 0, 0, 0 .
Ž . 5 5A2 F - « .
Ž . Ž .A3 Lip F - « .
w x 0, 1Ž . 0, 1Ž . Ž . Ž .H2 Let J: C X , Y “ C X , X be of type a or b B , y .0 0 0 1 1
Let
H : C 0, 1 X , Y “ C 0, 1 X , XŽ . Ž .0 0 0
u “ H [ C q S u , S u [ f ( id, u ( JŽ .u F F u
w x 0, 1Ž . 0, 1Ž . Ž . Ž .H3 Let K : C X , Y “ C X , X be of type a or b B , h ,0 0 0 2 2
and let
R : C 0, 1 X , Y “ C 0, 1 X , X ,Ž . Ž .F 0 0 0
u “ R u [ g ( id, u ( K .Ž .F u
0, 1Ž .For u g C X , Y let0
G u s Mu( H q R u. )Ž .F u F
Then, for sufficiently small « ) 0, G has a fixed point which is unique in theF
class
0 0, 1 5 5Y X , Y s u g C X , Y u 0 s 0, u # F 1, Lip u F 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 40 0
Ž .Remarks 1.3. 1 Theorem A allows J and K to be of different types.
Ž . Ž .Their types are independent of cases W or S .
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Ž . Ž .2 Case W will be used to study pseudo-stable and pseudo-unsta-
ble; centre-stable and centre-unstable; and weak-stable and weak-unstable
manifolds. We will refer to these manifolds as W manifolds. These are the
Ž .cases for which the gap condition is not trivial. Case S will be used to
study the strong-stable, strong-unstable, stable, and unstable manifolds.
We will refer to these as S manifolds. The gap condition is trivially
satisfied for S manifolds.
Ž . Ž .3 In case W we are forced to take X s X since the linear map C0
is not necessarily a contraction. This will have a serious implication when
we consider invariant manifolds for a map defined in a Banach space due
to the fact that a general Banach space does not necessarily admit a
smooth cutoff function. We will elaborate on this point at the end of this
section.
Ž . w x w x4 Notice that in hypotheses H2 and H3 we are assuming that
H , J , and K map X to itself.u u u 0
DEFINITION 1.4. For a C k function h: E “ E , where E and E are1 2 1 2
Banach spaces, define
j jD h x y D h yŽ . Ž .
jb h [ b D h [ sup x / y , x , y g X ,Ž . Ž .j , d d 0d½ 55 5x y y
1 F j F k ,
j j5 5D h [ sup D h x x g X , 1 F j F k .Ž . 40
 Ž . 5 j 5 4 k , dIf max b h , D h , 0 F j F k F ‘, we say that h is of class C .k , d
w x w xTHEOREM B. Assume H1 ] H3 of Theorem A. Let 0 - d F 1. In
addition, assume the following:
w x 5 5 5 51qdH4 M C - 1,
Ž . 1, d Ž .B1 F is of class C , DF 0, 0 s 0,
Ž . 5 5 5 5B2 F - « , DF - « , and
Ž . Ž .B3 b DF - « .d
1, d Ž .Then, for sufficiently small « ) 0, G has a fixed point w g C X , Y ,F 0
Ž . 5 5which is unique in the class of function that satisfies w 0 s 0, w # F 1,
5 5 Ž .Dw F 1, and b w F 1.1, d
Ž .COROLLARY 1.5. Dw 0 s 0. Thus, the tangent space to the graph of w
Ž .  4at 0, 0 is X = 0 .
Ž .Remarks. 1 Notice that the fixed point w of Theorem B coincides
5 5 Ž .with the one in Theorem A since DF - « implies that Lip F - « and
5 5 Ž .Dw F 1 implies that Lip w F 1, since w in Theorem A is unique in its
class.
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Ž .2 The reason we did not have Corollary 1.5 as part of Theorem B
is that Theorem B will be the first step in an induction process. However,
the higher derivatives of w do not necessarily vanish at the origin. As it
stands, Theorem B is case k s 1 of Theorem C below.
w x w xTHEOREM C. Assume H1 ] H4 . Let k G 2 and assume the following:
w x 5 5 5 5 kqdH5 M C - 1.
Ž . k , d Ž .C1 F is C , DF 0, 0 s 0,
Ž . 5 j 5C2 D F - « , j s 0, 1, 2, . . . , k, and
Ž . Ž .C3 b F - « , j s 1, 2, . . . , k.j, d
k , d Ž .Then, for sufficiently small « ) 0, G has a fixed point w g C X , Y ,F 0
Ž . 5 5 5 j 5unique in the class of functions that satisfies w 0 s 0, w # F 1, D w F 1,
Ž .and b w F 1, j s 1, 2, . . . , k.j, d
w x w x Ž . Ž .THEOREM C*. Assume H1 ] H5 and C1 ] C3 . Assume also that
Ž .g x, y satisfies
kqd< < < <g x , y - « x q y )Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .Then for sufficiently small « ) 0, w x of Theorem C satisfies
ky jqdj < <D w x F x , 0 F j F k . ))Ž . Ž .
1.6. In¤ariant manifolds for maps
Consider a C k , d map from a Banach space E to itself near a fixed point.
Without loss of generality we may assume that the fixed point is 0. Assume
also that the map takes the form F s T q G, where T is linear and
continuous.
DEFINITION. Let T : E “ E be a linear continuous map of the Banach
space E. T is said to be r-hyperbolic if its spectrum lies off the circle of
radius r in the complex plane. If r s 1, T is said to be hyperbolic.
It follows from the spectral decomposition theorem that if T is r-hyper-
bolic, then there is a unique T-invariant splitting E s E [ E such that1 2
<the spectrum of T s T E lies inside the circle of radius r and the1 1
<spectrum of T s T E lies outside the same circle. Thus, T : E “ E is2 2 2 2 2
an automorphism, but T : E “ E might not be. Moreover, for any1 1 1
0 - a - r - b there are adapted norms on E and E such that1 2
< < < <T y - a y , 0 / y g E ,1 1 1 1 1
aŽ .1
y1< < < <T y - y , 0 / y g E .2 2 2 2 2b
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Ž . Ž .Thus, we study the following map under the assumption a , y , y “1 2
Ž U U .y , y :1 2
yU s T y q g y , y ,Ž .1 1 1 1 1 2
yU s T y q g y , y , MŽ . Ž .2 2 2 2 1 2
g 0, 0 s 0, g 0, 0 s 0.Ž . Ž .1 2
Applying Theorems A]C gives us a unified proof for the pseudo-stable,
pseudo-unstable, centre-stable, centre-unstable, strong-stable, strong-un-
stable, weak-stable, weak-unstable, stable, and unstable manifolds.
Ž .THEOREM D. D0 Assume that T : E “ E is a r-pseudo-hyperbolic
continuous linear map of the Banach space E with T-in¤ariant splitting
<E s E [ E . Let T s T E , k s 1, 2. Let a - r - b and endow E and1 2 k k 1
E with adapted norms such that2
< < < <T y - a y , y g E , y / 0,1 1 1 1 1 1
1
y1< < < <T y - y , y g E , y / 0.2 2 2 2 2 2b
Ž . Ž .D1 Let G s g , g : E [ E “ E [ E be uniformly Lipschitz1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž . 5 5 Ž .continuous, Lip G - « , G - « , and G 0, 0 s 0. Let F s T q G. Then,
for sufficiently small « ) 0 the following hold:
Ž . Ž .PU1 The map F has an in¤ariant manifold of the form y s w y ,1 2
unique in the class of functions
0, 1 5 5w g C E , E w 0 s 0, Lip w F 1, and w # F 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . 42 1
Ž . Ž .PS1 The map F has an in¤ariant manifold of the form y s u y ,2 1
unique in the class of functions
0 5 5u g C E , E u 0 s 0, Lip u F 1, and u # F 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . 41 2
Ž . 1, d Ž .D2 Let 0 - d F 1 and assume that G g C E [ E , E [ E ,1 2 1 2
5 5 5 5 Ž .G - « , DG F « , and b G - « .1, d
Ž . 1qdPU2 If a - b , then w is unique in the class of functions
1, d 5 5 5 5w g C E , E w 0 s 0, w # F 1, b w F 1, and Dw F 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . 42 1 1, d
Ž .Moreo¤er, Dw 0 s 0.
Ž . 1qdPS2 If a - b, then u is unique in the class of functions
1, d 5 5 5 5u g C E , E u 0 s 0, u # F 1 b u F 1, and Du F 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . 41 2 1, d
Ž .Moreo¤er, Du 0 s 0.
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Ž . k , d Ž . Ž .D3 Assume that G g C E [ E , E [ E ; b G - « , 1 F1 2 1 2 j, d
5 j 5j F k; and D G - « , 0 F j F k.
Ž . kqdPU3 If a - b , then w is unique in the class of functions
k , d 5 5 5 j 5w g C E , E , w 0 s 0, w # F 1, D w F 1,Ž . Ž . 2 1
and b w F 1, 1 F j F k .Ž . 4j , d
Ž . kqdPS3 If a - b, then u is unique in the class of functions
k , d j5 5 5 5u g C E , E u 0 s 0, u # F 1, D u F 1,Ž . Ž . 1 2
and b u F 1, 1 F j F k .Ž . 4j , d
Ž .PU4 If for some Q ) 0,
kqd< < < <g y , y F Q y q y , )Ž . Ž .1 1 2 1 2
then for sufficiently small Q ) 0,
5 j 5 < < kqdyjD w y F y , 0 F j F k .Ž .2 2
Ž .PS4 If for some Q ) 0,
kqd< < < <g y , y F Q y q y , ))Ž . Ž .2 1 2 1 2
then for sufficiently small Q ) 0,
5 j 5 < < kqdyjD u y F y , 0 F j F kŽ .1 1
Now we show how Theorem D follows from Theorems A]C and C*.
1.7. PU manifolds
We will show now how to obtain the pseudo-unstable, centre-unstable,
unstable, strong-unstable, and weak-stable manifolds. All these will be
referred to as PU manifolds. We will see that some of them are S
manifolds and some are W manifolds.
We obtain the pseudo-unstable and centre-unstable manifolds by taking
r - 1. We obtain the unstable manifold by taking r s 1. We obtain the
5 5strong-unstable manifold by taking r ) 1. If T - 1, we obtain the
weak-stable manifold by taking r - 1.
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Ž .A function y s w y is invariant under F iff it satisfies the identity1 2
Ž U . Ž . Uw y s w y *. If we write x s y and z s y , this identity can be2 2 2 2
written in the form
w x s T w z q g w z , zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1
1.1Ž .
x s T z q g w z , z .Ž .Ž .2 2
Notice that T is invertible. The goal now is to try to invert the second2
Ž .equation in 1.1 . In order to do that we need the following lemma, which
w xis a special case of the Lipschitz inverse function theorem 21, p. 49 . We
give a proof here for completeness and because the proof is much simpler
in the present case.
Ž Ž ..LEMMA 1.8. Let X [ E and Y [ E . If r - 1, let X [ X case W .2 1 0
Ž . Ž Ž .. 0, 1Ž . Ž .If r G 1, let X [ B 0 case S . Let u g C X , Y with Lip u F 1.0 1 0
0, 1Ž . Ž . 5 y1 5 Ž .Assume that g g C Z, Y , g 0, 0 s 0, and T Lip g - 1. Let G :2 2 2 2 u
X “ X,
G z [ T z q g u z , z , z g X .Ž . Ž .Ž .u 2 2
Then, G is a uniformly Lipschitz continuous homeomprhism onto X andu
J [ Gy1 s Ty1 y Ty1 g ( u , id ( JŽ .u u 2 2 2 u
is Lipschitz continuous and satisfies
5 y1 5T2
Lip J F , J X s X .Ž . Ž .u uy15 51 y T Lip gŽ .2 2
Ž . Ž .If r - 1, then J X s J X s X s X . If r G 1, then for sufficientlyu 0 u 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .small Lip g we ha¤e J X : X . Thus, G X = X .2 u 0 0 u 0 0
Proof. It is obvious that G is Lipschitz continuous. Let x g X beu 0
fixed but arbitrary and define
f : X “ X , f z s Ty1 x y Ty1 g u z , z .Ž . Ž .Ž .x x 2 2 2
Ž . Ž .It is obvious that f z s z iff G z s x. So, to invert G we look for ax u u
fixed point for f .x
v The map f is a contraction. Notice that since we are using the boxx
ŽŽ ..norm, Lip id, u s 1. Thus,
y15 5 < <f z y f z F T Lip g z y z .Ž . Ž . Ž .x 1 x 2 2 2 1 2
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Thus, f is a contraction, and hence it has a unique fixed point in X,x
Ž . Ž .which we denote by J x . Since x g X is fixed but arbitrary and J x isu u
unique, it follows that G is one-to-one and onto. Thus, G is invertibleu u
y1 y1 y1 Ž .and G s J : X “ X. Moreover, J s T y T g ( u, id ( J . Fromu u u 2 2 2 u
Ž . 5 y1 5 Žthis imlicit relationship, it is not hard to see that Lip J F T r 1 yu 2
5 y1 5 Ž ..T Lip g .2 2
Ž .It remains to show that when r G 1, J X : X .u 0 0
v
y1 y1Ž . 5 5If x g X , then f X : X . If r G 1, T - b - 1 and X s0 x 0 0 2 0
Ž . < < < < Ž .B 0 . Let x F 1 and z F 1. Then for sufficiently small Lip g ,1 2
y1 y15 5 < < 5 5 < <f z F T x q T Lip g zŽ . Ž .x 2 2 2
5 y1 5 y1F T 1 q Lip g - b 1 q Lip g - 1.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 2 2
v Ž . Ž .J X : X . Since f X : X , we can view f asa map from Xu 0 0 x 0 0 x 0
Ž .to itself. It is still a contraction. Therefore, J x g X .u 0
Ž . 5 y1 5 Ž .Since Lip g - « , for sufficiently small « ) 0, T Lip g - 1. Thus,2 2 2
Ž .we can write 1.1 in the form of the standard graph transform:
y1
G w s T w q g ( w , id ( T q g ( w , idŽ . Ž .F 1 1 2 2
s T w( H q g ( w , id ( H . 1.2Ž . Ž .1 w 1 w
Ž Ž ..Let X [ E and Y [ E . If r - 1, let X [ X case W . If r G 1, let2 1 0
Ž . Ž Ž .. y1 Ž . Ž .X [ B 0 case S . Let M [ T , C [ T , f x, y [ h x, y [0 1 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .yCg y, x , and g x, y [ g y, x . Notice that we reversed the order of2 1
Ž . Ž .x, y in the definition of f , g, h . In view of Lemma 1.8 we define
y1H [ K [ J [ T q g ( w , id s C q f ( id, w ( H ,Ž . Ž .w w w 2 2 w
y1R [ g ( w , id ( T q g ( w , id s g ( id, w ( KŽ . Ž . Ž .w 1 2 2 w
s g ( id, w ( H .Ž . w
Ž . 5 5 5 5Notice that in case W , M s T - 1 as required by our theorem. In1
Ž . 5 5 5 y1 5 Ž .case S , C s T - 1, and by Lemma 1.8, H maps X s B 0 to2 w 0 1
itself.
Ž . Ž .Now, we can see that the graph transform 1.2 takes the form of ) in
Theorem A. Moreover, if a - bkqd, then
akqd kqdy15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5M C s T T F - 1. aŽ .1 2 kqdb
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Ž . Ž .Thus, assertion PU1 ] PU4 of Theorem D follow from Theorems A]C
and C*.
Ž .Notice that a is trivially satisfied for S manifolds, the unstable and
strong-unstable manifolds. However, it is not trivial for W manifolds, the
pseudo-unstable, centre-unstable, and weak-stable manifolds.
1.9. PS manifolds
We will show now how to obtain the pseudo-stable, centre-stable, stable,
strong-stable, and weak-unstable manifold when our map is not invertible.
All these will be referred to as PS manifolds. We will see that some of
them are S manifolds and some are W manifolds.
We obtain the pseudo-stable and centre-stable manifolds by letting
r ) 1; the stable manifold by letting r s 1; and the strong-stable manifold
5 5by letting r - 1. If T ) 1, we obtain the weak-unstable manifold by
letting r ) 1 again.
Ž .The graph of a function y s u y is invariant under F iff it satisfies2 1
Ž U . Ž .u y s u y *, that is,1 1
u yU s T u y q g y , u y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2 1 1
1.3Ž .
yU s T y q g y , u y .Ž .Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1
Ž .Since T might not be invertible, the second equation in 1.3 is not1
necessarily invertible. So, we take advantage of the fact that T is invert-2
Ž . Ž U .ible and write 1.3 in the equivalent form with x s y , and z s y1 1
u x s Ty1 u z y Ty1 g x , u x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2 2
1.4Ž .
z s T x q g x , u x .Ž .Ž .1 1
Thus, we can define G u asF
y1 y1G u s T u( T q g ( id, u y T g ( id, u . 1.5Ž . Ž . Ž .F 2 1 1 2 2
Ž .The transformation 1.5 is not the standard graph transform. However,
Ž . Ž .it can be put in the form of ) of Theorem A without using Lemma 1.8
Ž . Ž Ž ..as follows: Let X [ E and Y:s E . If d F 1, let X [ B 0 case S . If1 2 0 1
Ž Ž .. y1 y1r ) 1 let X [ X case W . Let M s T , C s T , f s g , g s yT g ,0 2 1 1 2 2
J ’ id, and K ’ id. Let
H s T q g ( id, u s C q f ( id, u ,Ž . Ž .u 1 1
R s yTy1 g ( id, u s g ( id, u ,Ž . Ž .u 2 2 1.6Ž .
G u s Mu( H q R u.F u F
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Ž . 5 5 5 5 < < < Ž . < Ž5 5 . < <In case S , C s T - 1. Thus, if x F 1, H x F T q « x -1 u 1
5 5T q « - 1 for sufficiently small « ) 0. It follows that H maps X s1 u 0
Ž . Ž . 5 5 5 y1 5B 0 to itself. In case W , M s T - 1.1 2
Ž . Ž . kqdIt follows that 1.6 is in the form of ) of Theorem A. If a - b, we
have
akqdkqd kqdy15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5M C s T T F - 1.2 1 b
Thus, we can apply Theorems A]C and C* and obtain assertion
Ž . Ž .PS1 ] PS4 in Theorem D.
1.10. The local in¤ariant manifolds
Theorem D give us what is called global invariant manifolds, since
Ž . Ž .hypotheses D0 ] D3 must be satisfied globally. In the literature, local
invariant manifolds are obtained from theorems similar to Theorem D by
using the standard technique of multiplying G by a cutoff function.
Smooth cutoff functions can be easily constructed in finite dimensional
spaces and Hilbert spaces. In a general Banach space, smooth cutoff
w xfunctions do not always exist. In 15 it is shown that the space of
continuous functions on an interval does not admit a C1 cutoff function. In
w x18 it is shown that a separable Banach space admits a Frechet differen-
tiable cutoff function iff its dual space is separable. The only place in the
literature on invariant manifolds, known to the author, where this diffi-
w xculty is mentioned is 16 .
Ž .In case S of the strong-stable, strong-unstable, stable, and unstable
Ž .manifolds, X s B 0 . In this case we do not need a cutoff function. We0 1
can obtain the estimates on the size of G by replacing F by F , wherel
1
F z s F l z . aŽ . Ž . Ž .l l
Notice that the linear part does not change when we replace F by F .l
Ž . < < Ž . Ž .Then y s w x , x F 1, is invariant under F iff y s w x [ lw xrl ,l l l
< <x F l, is invariant under F. By choosing l ) 0 small, we can obtain the
required estimates on the size of G .l
Ž .On the other hand, in case W of the strictly pseudo-stable, strictly
pseudo-unstable, centre-stable, centre-unstable, weak-stable, and weak-un-
Ž .stable manifolds we have X s X, and we cannot use a to obtain the0
desired estimates on G. Therefore, the estimates on G need to be verified
for each application. As we mentioned before, this difficulty exists with all
known proofs of W manifolds in Banach spaces.
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If we are working in a finite dimensional space, a Hilbert space, or any
Banach space that admits smooth cutoff functions, we multiply G by a
Ž .cutoff function and then use a . Thus, we can obtain the local W
manifolds without these severe conditions on the size of G.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM A
w x w x Ž . Ž .For the rest of this section we assume H1 ] H3 and A1 ] A3 . Define
u xŽ .
0, 15 5u # s sup , u g C X , Y ,Ž .q 0< <xx/0
0 0 5 5X X , Y s u g C X , Y u # - ‘ ,Ž . Ž . 40 0
0 0 5 5Y X , Y s u g X X , Y u 0 s 0, u # F 1, Lip u F 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 40 0
Ž . 5 5 5 5In case W , u # coincides with the standard sup-norm u . Thus,
Ž 0Ž . 5 5 . Ž .X X , Y , # is a Banach space. In case S , since convergence in the0
5 5norm # implies uniform convergence on bounded sets, it follows that
Ž 0 Ž . 5 5 . 0Ž .X , X , Y , # is a Banach space. In both case Y X , Y is a closed0 0
0Ž .subset of X X , Y . To see this notice that in either case0
q5 5 < < 5 5u x F u # x F u #.Ž .
0Ž .LEMMA 2.1. Let u g Y X , Y . Then,0
Ž . <Ž Ž .. <  < < < Ž . <4  < <1. Lip id, u s 1 and x, u x F max x , u x F max x ,
Ž . < <4 < <Lip u x F x .
Ž . 5 5 Ž .2. Lip J F k , where k s 1 when J ’ id and k s B q O «u 1 1 X 1 10
Ž . Ž .when J is of type b B , h . Moreo¤er, J 0 s 0.J 1 1 u
Ž . 5 5 Ž .Lip K F k , where k s 1 when K ’ id and k s B q O «u 2 2 X 2 20
Ž . Ž .when K is of type b B , h . Moreo¤er, K 0 s 0.2 2 u
Ž . Ž . Ž .3. Lip T u F O « and T u 0 s 0 for T s R, S.F F
5 5 < < Ž . < <4. Let T s R, S. T u - « and T u F O « x , ; x g X . Moreo¤er,F F 0
5 5 Ž .T u # F O « .F
Ž . 5 5 Ž . Ž . < Ž . < w 5 55. Lip H F C q O « and H 0 s 0. Thus, H x F C qu u u
Ž .x < <O « x .
Ž .Proof. Estimate 1 is obvious.
Ž .2 This assertion follows from Lemma 1.2.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 Lip S u F Lip f Lip id, u Lip J F O « . The case T s R isF u
similar.
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Ž . 5 5 5 5 Ž . Ž . Ž .4 Since F - « , S u - « . Let z s J x . By 2 , S u 0 s 0 andF u F
Ž . <Ž .Ž . < Ž . < <by 3 , S u x F O « x . The case T s R is similar.F
Ž . Ž . Ž .5 This assertion follows from 2 and 3 above.
0Ž .PROPOSITION 2.2. G maps Y X , Y to itself.F 0
0Ž .Proof. Let u g Y X , Y . We divide the proof into three parts:0
Ž . Ž .1 By Lemma 2.1 4 and 5
G u x F Mu H x q R u xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .F u F
q q5 5 5 5 < <F M u # H x q O « xŽ . Ž .u
q q5 5 5 5 5 5 < <F M C 1 q O « u # q O « x .Ž . Ž .Ž .
5 5Thus, G u # - ‘.f
5 5 5 5 q 5 5Notice that M C - 1. Thus, if u # F 1, then, for sufficiently
5 5small « ) 0, G u # - 1.F
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 By Lemma 2.1 3 and 4 , for sufficiently small « ) 0,
5 5 5 5 5 5Lip G u F M Lip u Lip H q Lip R u F M C q O « - 1.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F u F
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 By Lemma 2.1 2 , H 0 s J 0 s K 0 s 0. Thus, G u 0 s 0.u u u F
0Ž . Ž . Ž .It follows from 1 ] 3 that G maps Y X , Y to itself.F 0
0Ž .LEMMA 2.3. Let ¤ , u be in Y X , Y and ¤ / u. Then,0
Ž . 5 5 Ž .5 5 5 5 Ž .5 51 J y J # F O « u y ¤ # and K y K # F O « u y ¤ #,u ¤ u ¤
Ž . 5 5 Ž .5 5 5 5 52 R u y R ¤ # F O « u y ¤ # and H y H # s S u yF F u ¤ F
5 Ž .5 5S ¤ # F O « u y ¤ #,F
Ž . 5 Ž . Ž .5 w 5 5 q Ž .x5 53 u( L y ¤ ( L # F A q O « u y ¤ #, L s H, J, Ku ¤
and A s C, B , B , respecti¤ely.1 2
Ž .Proof. 1 If J ’ id , the assertion is trivial. In the other case, letX 0
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ ...z s J x and z 9 s J x . Recall that Lip id, u F 1. Now,u ¤
< <z y z 9 s h z , u z y h z 9, ¤ z 9Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
< <F Lip h z y z 9 q u z y ¤ z 9Ž . Ž . Ž .
q< < 5 5 < < < <F Lip h z y z 9 q u y ¤ # z q Lip ¤ z y z 9 .Ž . Ž .
Thus,
< < 5 5 < < q 5 5 < < qz y z 9 1 y O « F « u y ¤ # z - O « u y ¤ # xŽ . Ž .Ž .
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< < Ž .5 5 < < qand, hence, z y z 9 - O « u y ¤ # x . The proof for K is similar.
Ž . Ž .2 Similarly, using 1 ,
H x y H x s S u x y S ¤ x s f z , u z y f z 9, ¤ z 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .u ¤ F F
q< < 5 5 < < < <F Lip f z y z 9 q u y ¤ # z q Lip ¤ z y z 9Ž . Ž .
5 5 < < qF O « u y ¤ # x .Ž .
We can obtain the estimate on R by replacing f by g and J by K.F
Ž . Ž .3 We prove 3 for L s H; the other two cases are similar. Let
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .z s H x and z9 s H x . By Lemma 2.1 3 and 2 of this lemma,u ¤
u z y ¤ z9 F u z y ¤ z q ¤ z y ¤ z9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
5 5 < < q < <F u y ¤ # z q Lip ¤ z y z9Ž .
q q q5 5 5 5 < < 5 5 < <F C q O « u y ¤ # x q O « u y ¤ # xŽ . Ž .
q q5 5 5 5 < <F C q O « u y ¤ # x .Ž .
0Ž . 0Ž .Proof of Theorem A. In order to show that G : Y X , Y “ Y X , YF 0 0
5 5is a contraction, we need to find some 0 - u - 1, such that G ¤ y G u #F F
5 5 0Ž .- u u y ¤ #, for all u and ¤ in Y X , Y .0
0Ž . Ž . Ž .Let ¤ , u be in Y X , Y , ¤ / u. Let z s H x and z* s H x . By0 u ¤
Lemma 2.3 we obtain
G u x y G ¤ xŽ . Ž .F F
5 5F M u z y ¤ z* q R u x y R ¤ xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .F F
q q q5 5 5 5 5 5 < < 5 5 < <F M C q O « u y ¤ # x q O « u y ¤ # xŽ . Ž .
q q5 5 5 5 5 5 < <F M C q O « u y ¤ # x .Ž .
5 5 5 5 w 5 5 5 5 q Ž .xThus, G ¤ y G u # - u u y ¤ # and u s M C q O « . SinceF F
q5 5 5 5M C - 1, for sufficiently small « ) 0, 0 - u - 1.
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM B
w x w x Ž . Ž .For the rest of this section we assume H1 ] H4 and B1 ] B3 . Let the
fixed point of G be w. If w is differentiable it satisfiesF
Dw x s MDw z C q Df z , w z I , Dw z D J xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . w
q Dg j , w j I , Dw j D K x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . w
I ,
D J x sŽ . Ž . y1w ½ I y Dh z , w z I , Dw z B ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1 3.1Ž .
I ,
D K x sŽ . Ž . y1w ½ I y Dh j , w j I , Dw j B ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .where z s H x , z s J x , and j s K x .w w w
Ž .It is obvious that Dw x will be a fixed point of some map on an
appropriate space.
Ž .DEFINITION 3.1. Let L X, Y be the space of continuous linear maps
Ž .from X to Y. For s : X “ L X, Y define
s x jŽ .
s x s sup , x g X ,Ž . 0< <jj/0
5 5s s sup s x ,Ž .
xgX0
s x y s xŽ . Ž .
b s s sup ,Ž .d d< <x y xx/x
1 0 5 5X X , Y s s g C X , L X , Y s - ‘ ,Ž . Ž . 4Ž .0 0
1 1 5 5Y X , Y s s g X X , Y s F 1, b s F 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . 40 0 d
Ž 1Ž . 5 5. 1Ž .It follows that X X , Y , is a Banach space and that Y X , Y is0 0
1, d Ž . Ž . Ž .a closed subset. Notice that if u g C E , E , then b Du s b u .1 2 d 1, d
Ž . 1Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 3.2. 1 For h g C E , E let Dh: E “ E = L E , E1 2 1 2 1 2
be given by
Dh x s h x , Dh x , x g E .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1
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Ž . 0Ž . 1Ž . Ž . Ž .2 Let u g Y X , Y , s g Y X , Y , z s H x , z s J x , and0 0 u u
Ž .j s K x . Defineu
G u , s [ G u , G1s ,Ž . Ž .D F F u
G1s x [ Ms z H 1s x q R1s x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .u u u
H 1s x [ C q S 1s x [ C q Df z , u z I , s z J 1s X ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .u u u
R1s x [ Dg j , u j I , s j K 1s x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .u u
I , J is of type a ,Ž .
1J s x [Ž . y1u ½ I y Dh z , u z I , s z B , J is of type b ;Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1
I , K is of type aŽ .
1K s x [Ž . y1u ½ I y Dh j , u j I , s j B , K is of type b .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 2
Ž . 1 Ž .It follows that if J is of type b h , B , then J s x satisfies1 1 u
J 1s x s B q Dh z , u z I , s z J 1s x . 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .u 1 1 u
Ž . 1 Ž .Similarly, if K is of type b , then K s x satisfiesu
K 1s x s B q Dh j , u j I , s j K 1s x . 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .u 2 2 u
Ž . 0Ž . 1Ž .LEMMA 3.3. Let u, s g Y X , Y = Y X , Y . Then,0 0
Ž . 5 1 5 5 5 Ž .1 J s F k , where k s 1 when J ’ id and k s B q O «u 1 1 1 1
Ž .when J is of type b .
Ž . 5 1 5 5 5 Ž .2 K s F k , where k s 1 when K ’ id and k s B q O «u 2 2 2 2
Ž .when K is of type b .
Ž . 5 1 5 Ž . 5 1 5 5 5 Ž .3 S s F O « and H s F C q O « .u u
Ž . 5 1 5 Ž .4 R s F O « .u
Ž . Ž 1 . Ž . 5 1 Ž . 1 Ž .5 Ž . < < d5 b J s s O « , i.e., J s x y J s y F O « x y y .d u u u
Ž . Ž 1 . Ž . 5 1 Ž . 1 Ž .5 Ž . < < d6 b K s s O « , i.e., K s x y K s y F O « x y y .d u u u
Ž . Ž 1 . Ž 1 . Ž . 5 1 Ž . 1 Ž .57 b H s s b S s s O « , i.e., H s x y H s y sd u d u u u
5 1 Ž . 1 Ž .5 Ž . < < dS s x y S s y F O « x y y .u u
Ž . Ž 1 . Ž . 5 i Ž . 1 Ž .5 Ž . < < d8 b R s s O « , i.e., R s x y R s y F O « x y y .d u u u
5Ž Ž ..5Proof. Notice that I, s z F 1.
Ž . Ž . 5 1 Ž .5 Ž .1 and 2 If J s id, then J s x s 1. If J is of type b , then,u u
Ž . Ž .by 3.3 and B2 ,
5 5B11 5 5J s x F s B q O « .Ž . Ž .u 11 y «
Ž .The proof of 2 is similar.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .3 Using 1 of this lemma and hypothesis B2 , we obtain
1 1S s x F Df z , u z I , s z J s x F O « .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .u u
5 1 Ž .5 5 5 Ž .Thus, H s x F C q O « .u
Ž . 5 1 Ž .5 5 1 Ž .5 Ž .4 Similarly, we can show that R s x F « K s x s O « ,u u
Ž .which proves 4 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .5 ] 7 Let z s J x and z * s J y . By 3.3 , Lemma 2.1 2 , andu u
Ž .B3 , we obtain
1 1I s x y I s yŽ . Ž .u u
1F Dh z , u z I , s z J s xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . u
1yDh z *, u z * I , s z * J s yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . u
1 1F Dh z , u z I , s z J s x y J s yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . u u
1q Dh z , u z J s y I , s z y I , s z *Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .u
1q I , s z * Dh z , u z y Dh z *, u z * J s yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . u
d1 1 < <F « J s x y J s y q «b s z y z *Ž . Ž . Ž .u u d
5 5 < < dq B q O « b Dh z y z *Ž . Ž .Ž . d
d1 1 < <F « I s x y I s y q O « x y y .Ž . Ž . Ž .u u
5 1 Ž . 1 Ž .5 w Ž . Ž .x < < d Ž . < < dThus, I s x y I s y F O « r 1 y « x y y s O « x y y . Theu u
Ž . Ž .proofs of 6 and 7 are similar.
0Ž .PROPOSITION 3.4. For sufficiently small « ) 0, G maps Y X , Y =D F 0
1Ž .Y X , Y to itself.0
Ž . 0Ž . 1Ž .Proof. Let u, s g Y X , Y = Y X , Y . By Proposition 2.2,0 0
0Ž .G u g Y X , Y . By Lemma 3.3 we haveF 0
1 1 15 5G s x F M s z H s x q R s xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .u u u
5 5 5 5F M C q O « q O « .Ž . Ž .
5 5 5 5 5 1 Ž .5Since M C - 1, it follows that for sufficiently small « ) 0, G s xu
F 1 ; x g X .0
Ž 1 . Ž .It remains to show that b G s F 1: Let x / y be in X , z s H x ,d u 0 u
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .z* s H y , z s J x , z * s J y , j s K x , and j * s K y . Then,u u u u u
5 1 Ž . 1 Ž .5G s x y G s y F A q B, whereu u
1 15 5A s M s z H s x y s z* H s y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .u u
d1 1 < <B s R s x y R s y F O « x y y , by Lemma 3.3 8 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .u u
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Ž Ž . 5 Ž .5 .By Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 3.3 and since b s F 1 and s z F 1 ,d
1 1 15 5A F M H s y s z y s z* q s z* H s x y H s yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4u u u
d d15 5 5 5 < < < <F M C q O « b s z y z* q b H x y yŽ . Ž . 4Ž .d d u
1qd d d5 5 5 5 < < < <F M C q O « x y y q O « x y yŽ . Ž . 4
5 5 5 51qd < < dF M C q O « x y y .Ž .Ž .
5 1 Ž . 1 Ž .5 Ž 5 5 5 51q d Ž .. < < dThus, G s x y G s y F M C q O « x y y . Sinceu u
5 5 5 51qd Ž 1 . Ž5 5 5 51qdM C - 1, for sufficiently small « ) 0, b G s - M C qd u
Ž ..O « - 1.
In order to show that G has a unique attractive fixed point, we needD F
w xthe fiber contraction theorem 12, p. 136 .
3.5. Fiber contraction theorem
Let B be a metric space and f : B “ B be a map having an attractive
Ž nŽ . .fixed point p i.e., f x “ p as n “ ‘, ; x g B . Let Y be a metric
 x < 4 xspace and c x g B be a family of maps c : Y “ Y such that the
Ž . Ž Ž . xŽ ..formula G x, y s f x , c y defines a continuous map G: B = Y “
p Ž .B = Y . Let q g Y be a fixed point for c . Then p, q g B = Y is an
attractive fixed point for G provided that
lim sup Lip c f
mŽ x . - 1, ; x g B. )Ž .Ž .
n“‘
0Ž .LEMMA 3.6. For sufficiently small « ) 0, ;u g Y X , Y , ;s , t g0
1Ž .Y X , Y , the following hold:0
Ž . 5 1 Ž . 1 Ž .5 Ž .5 51 J s x y J t x F O « s y tu u
5 1 Ž . 1 Ž .5 Ž .5 5K s x y K t x F O « s y t ;u u
Ž . 5 1 Ž . 1 Ž .5 5 1 Ž . 1 Ž .5 Ž .5 52 H s x y H t x s S s x y S t x F O « s y t ;u u u u
Ž . 5 1 Ž . 1 Ž .5 Ž .5 53 R s x y R t x F O « s y t .u u
Ž . 1Proof. 1 The assertion is obvious when J ’ I. In the other case,u
Ž .let z s J x . Thus,u
1 1J s x y J t xŽ . Ž .u u
1 1F Dh z , u z I , s z J s x y I , t z J t xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .u u
1 1 1F « J s x s z y t z q « t z J s x y J t xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .u u u
1 15 5F O « s y t q « J s x y J t x .Ž . Ž . Ž .u u
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Thus,
O «Ž .
1 1 5 5 5 5J s x y J t x F s y t s O « s y t .Ž . Ž . Ž .u u 1 y «
The proof for K 1 is similar.u
Ž . 5 1 Ž . 1 Ž .5 5 1 Ž . 1 Ž .52 It is obvious that H s x y H t x s S s x y S t x . Asu u u u
Ž .in the proof of 1 we obtain
1 1S s x y S t xŽ . Ž .u u
1 1F Df z , u z I , s z J s x y I , t z J t xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .u u
1 15 5 5 5F O « s y t q O « J s x y J t x - O « s y t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .u u
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž3 The proof of 3 is similar to 2 if we replace f by g and J
.by K .
Remark. In order to be able to apply the fiber contraction theorem we
Ž .need to show that G u, s is continuous in u. We already know that G uD F F
is continuous in u. The following lemma is needed to show that G1s isu
continuous in u. We would like to point out that this is not possible if DF
is not uniformly Holder continuous.È
0Ž . 1Ž .LEMMA 3.7. Let ¤ / u be in Y X , Y and s g Y X , Y . Let z s0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H x , z9 s H x , z s J x , z 9 s J x , j s K x , and j 9 s K x .u ¤ u ¤ u ¤
Then
Ž . 5 Ž . Ž .5 Ž d .5 5 d1 s z y s z9 F O « u y ¤ #;
Ž . 5 1 Ž . 1 Ž .5 Ž 1qd .5 5 d2 J s x y J s x F O « u y ¤ #u ¤
5 1 Ž . 1 Ž .5 Ž 1qd .5 5 dK s x y K s x F O « u y ¤ #;u ¤
Ž . 5 1 Ž . 1 Ž .5 5 1 Ž . 1 Ž .53 H s x y H s x s S s x y S s xu ¤ u ¤
Ž 1qd .5 5 dF O « u y ¤ #;
Ž . 5 1 Ž . 1 Ž .5 Ž 1qd .5 5 d4 R s x y R s x F O « u y ¤ #.u ¤
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Notice that in case W , q s 0. In case S , q s 1, but X s B 0 .0 1
< < qThus, in either case, x F 1 for x g X .0
Ž . Ž .1 By Lemma 2.3 2 we have
d d qdd< < 5 5 < <s z y s z9 F b s z y z9 F O « u y ¤ # xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .d
d 5 5 dF O « u y ¤ #.Ž .
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Ž . Ž .2 From 3.3 we obtain
1 1J s x y J s xŽ . Ž .u ¤
1F Dh z , u z y Dh z 9, u z 9 I , s z J s xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 u
1q Dh z 9, u z 9 s z y s z 9 J s xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 u
1 1q Dh z 9, u z 9 s z 9 J s x y J s xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 u ¤
< < d 1qd 5 5 d < < qdF b Dh z y z 9 q O « u y ¤ # xŽ . Ž .d 1
1 1q « J s x y J s xŽ . Ž .u ¤
d1qd 1 15 5F O « u y ¤ # q « J s x y J s x .Ž . Ž . Ž .u ¤
5 1 Ž . 1 Ž .5 Ž 1qd .Ž .y1 5 5 d Ž 1qd .Thus, J s x y J s x F O « 1 y « u y ¤ # s O «u ¤
5 5 du y ¤ #.
Ž . Ž .Similarly, we obtain 3 and 4 .
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.8. G u, s is d-uniformly Holder continuous in u. MoreÈD F
precisely,
Ž . 5 5 5 5 0Ž .1 G u y G ¤ # F u u y ¤ #, u, ¤ g Y X , Y ;F F 0
Ž . 5 1 1 5 Ž d .5 5 d 0Ž .2 G s y G s F O « u y ¤ #, u, ¤ g Y X , Y , s gu ¤ 0
1Ž .Y X , Y .0
Ž .Proof. We already know from the Proof of Theorem A that 1 is true,
which means that G u is uniformly Lipschitz continuous in u. It remains toF
Ž .show 2 . In the notation of Lemma 3.7, we have
1 1 15 5G s x y G s x F M s z y s z9 H s xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .u ¤ u
1 15 5q M s z9 H s x y H s xŽ . Ž . Ž .u ¤
1 1q R s x y R s x .Ž . Ž .u ¤
d1 1 d5 Ž . Ž .5 Ž .5 5Thus, by Lemma 3.7, G s x y G s x F O « u y ¤ #.u ¤
PROPOSITION 3.9. For sufficiently small « ) 0, there is 0 - u - 1, such
Ž 1. 0Ž . 1that Lip G - u , ;u g Y X , Y . It follows that G s is continuous in s .u 0 u
0Ž . 1Ž .Proof. Let u g Y X , Y and s , t g Y X , Y . By Lemma 3.6,0 0
; x g X ,0
1 1G s x y G t xŽ . Ž .u u
1 15 5F M s z H s x y t z H t xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .u u
1 1q R s x y R t xŽ . Ž .u u
15 5F M H t x s z y t zŽ . Ž . Ž .u
1 15 5 5 5q M s z H s x y H t x q O « s y tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .u u
q5 5 5 5 5 5F M C q O « s y t .Ž .
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w 5 5 5 5 Ž .x 5 5 5 5Let u s M C q O « . Since M C - 1, it follows that, for suffi-
1 15 5 5 5ciently small « ) 0, u - 1 and G s y G t - u s y t .u u
Proof of Theorem B. We apply the fiber contraction theorem to
G : Y 0 X , Y = Y 1 X , Y “ Y 0 X , Y = Y 1 X , Y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D F 0 0 0 0
G u , s s G u , G1s .Ž . Ž .D F F u
Ž .Condition ) of the fiber contraction theorem is guaranteed by Proposi-
Ž .tion 3.9. From Propositions 3.8 and 3.9, it follows that G u, s isD F
continuous in both u and s . We also know that G has an attractive fixedF
0Ž . Ž 4 1Ž .point w g Y X , Y . Thus, the fiber Y s w = Y X , Y is invariant0 w 0
under G . By Proposition 3.9, G1: Y “ Y is a contraction. Thus, it hasD F w w w
Ž .an attractive fixed point t g Y . By the fiber contraction theorem, w, t isw
an attractive fixed point for G .D F
Now we show that t s Dw. Notice that if u is C1, then G u is C1 andF
D G u s G Du ,Ž . Ž .F D F
))Ž .nnD G u s G u , Du .Ž . Ž .Ž .F D F
0Ž . n 0Ž .Let u s 0 g Y X , Y and u s G u , n G 1. Then u g Y X , Y ,0 0 n F 0 n 0
1 Ž .and is C , for n G 0, and lim u s w. Moreover, by )) , sincen“‘ n
Ž . Ž . 0Ž . 1Ž .u, Du s 0, 0 g Y X , Y = Y X , Y ,0 0
lim u , Du s lim D G nuŽ . Ž .n n F 0
n“‘ n“‘
ns lim G u , Du s w , t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .D F 0 0
n“‘
where all the limits are taken in the norms used in proving Theorem A and
B. Since convergence in these norms implies uniform convergence on
1 Ž .bounded sets, it follows that w is C and Dw s t . Moreover, b w s1, d
Ž .b t F 1. This finishes the proof of Theorem B.d
Ž .Proof of Corollary 1.5. Now we show that Dw 0 s 0. Notice that
Ž . Ž . Ž .Dw x satisfies 3.1 because w, Dw is a fixed point for G . AssumeD F
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Dw 0 / 0. Since J 0 s K 0 s H 0 s 0, F 0, 0 s 0, DF 0, 0 s 0,w w w
5 5 5 5 Ž .and M C - 1, by 3.1 ,
5 5 5 5Dw 0 F M Dw 0 C - Dw 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .This is a contradiction. Thus, Dw 0 s 0. Let G w be the graph of w.
Ž .  4Then the tangent space T G w s X = 0 .Ž0, 0.
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM C
w x w x Ž . Ž . ŽFor the rest of this section assume H1 ] H5 and C1 ] C3 . If w the
. k Ž Ž . Ž .fixed point of G is C , k G 2, it satisfies with z s H x , z s J x , andF u u
Ž ..j s K xu
kk k kD w x s MD w z DH x q MDw z D H x q P xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .w w k
kg ; K kq Q x q Dg z , w z 0, D w z DK xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k w
q Dg z , w z I , Dw z DkK x , 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . w
kk kD H x s Df z , w z 0, D w z DJ xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .w w
q Df z , w z I , Dw z DkJ x q Q f ; J x , 4.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . w k
y1kD J x s I y Dh z , w z I , Dw zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .w 1
kk h ; J1= Dh z , w z 0, D w z DJ x q Q x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .½ 51 w k
y1kD K x s I y Dh j , w j I , Dw jŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .w 2
kk h ; K2= Dh j , w j 0, D w j DK x q Q x ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .½ 52 w k
P x s P Dk f z , w z , Dky1 w z , Dky1 w z , Dky1H x 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .k k w
Qh ; L x s Q Dkh h , w h , Dky1 w h , Dky1L x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .k k w
h s L x h s f , g , h , h , L s J , K , H ;Ž .w 1 2
P 0, ? , ? , ? ’ 0, P ?, 0, ? , ? ’ 0, P ?, ? , ? , 0 ’ 0, 4.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k k k
Qh ; L 0, ? , ? ’ 0, Qh ; L ?, ? , 0 ’ 0,Ž . Ž .k k
kh ; L k ky1 kQ D h h , w h , 0, D L x ’ D h h , w h DL x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .k w x w
D ju s u , Du , . . . , D ju , D j f s f , Df , . . . , D j f , . . . ,Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 4.1. Let z s H x , z s J x , and j s K x . Let L su u u
J, H, K and L s J, H, K.
Ž . 0 0Ž . 0 0Ž .1 Let X s X X , Y and Y s Y X , Y be as in Definition0 0
1 1Ž . 1 1Ž .1.1. Let X s X X , Y and Y s Y X , Y be as in Definition 3.1. For0 0
2 F j F k define the following: Let X j s X = X = ??? = X, j times, and
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Ž j .let L X , Y be the space of symmetric continuous multilinear mappings
from X j to Y:
s x jŽ .j js x s sup j g X , j / 0 ,Ž .j ½ 5< <j
s g C 0 X , L X j , Y , x g X ;Ž .Ž .j 0 0 0
0 j5 5s s sup s x , s g C X , L X , Y ;Ž . Ž .Ž .j j j 0 0
xgX0
j 0 jX s s g C X , L X , Y s - ‘ ,Ž .Ž .½ 5j 0 0 j
j j 5 5Y s s g X s F 1, b s F 1 ,Ž .½ 5j j d j
S s u s s , S s u , s , . . . , s , j s 1, 2, . . . , k y 1,Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 j 1 j
S s S ,ky1
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5S # [ max u #, s , . . . , s , j s 1, 2, . . . , k y 1. 4j 1 j
Ž . 1 Ž . 1 Ž .2 For k s 1, let L s x s L s x and let L s J, K, H be as inS 1 u 1
h; L Ž .Definition 3.2. For k G 2 let P and Q be as in 4.3 . Define, induc-k k
tively, J ks , H ks , and K ks byS k S k S k
y1kJ s x s I y Dh z , u z I , s zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .S k 1 1
k1 h ; J1= Dh z , u z 0, s z J x q Q x , 4.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 k S k
y1kK s x s I y Dh j , u j I , s jŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .S k 2 1
k1 h ; K2= Dh j , u j 0, s j K x q Q x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 k S k
4.6Ž .
kk 1H s x s Df z , u z 0, s z J xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .S k k S
q Df z , u z I , s z J ks x q Q f ; J x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 S k k
P x s P Dk f z , w z , S z , S z , H Žky1. x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .k k S
4.7Ž .
Qh ; L x s Qh ; L Dkh h , u h , S h , L Žky1. x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .k k ky1 S
h s L x , h s f , g , h , h , L s J , K , L s J , K,Ž .u 1 2
P 0, ? , ? , ? , ? s 0, P ?, 0, ? , ? s 0, P ?, ? , ? , 0 ’ 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .k k k
Qh ; L 0, ? , ? ’ 0, Qh ; L ?, ? , 0 ’ 0;Ž . Ž .k k
kh ; L k Žky1. k 1Q D h h , w h , 0, L x ’ D h h , w h L s x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .k S x S 1
L Žky1. x s L 1 s x , . . . , L ky1s x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .S S 1 S ky1
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Ž . h; LŽ .Moreover, P t , t , t , t and Q t , t , t are polynomials in the com-k 1 2 3 4 k 1 2 3
ponents of their arguments and linear in the components of t .1
Ž . 0 1 0 13 Let G : Y = Y “ Y = Y be as in Definition 3.2. LetD F
ky1
iB s Y .Łky1
is0
Thus, B s B = Y ky1. For k G 2, le tS s S g B and induc-ky1 ky2 ky1 ky1
tively define
G k : B = Y k “ B = Y kD F ky1 ky1
G k S , r s G ky 1 S , GSk rŽ . Ž .Ž .D F D F D F
kS 1 k
kG r x s Mr z H s x q Ms z H r xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D F S 1 1 S
q P x q Q g ; K xŽ . Ž .k k 4.8Ž .
k1q Dg j , u j 0, r j K s xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . S 1
q Dg j , u j I , s j K k r x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 S
Ž j 5 5. jIt is obvious that X , is a Banach space and that Y is a closed
subset.
Ž .4.2. INDUCTION HYPOTHESIS IH . Let k G 2. Assume that Theorem C is
true for k y 1. That is, under the hypothesis of Theorem C with k replaced by
Ž .ky 1k y 1, G : B “ B has an attracti¤e fixed point w, t sD F ky1 ky1
Ž . jw, t , . . . , t , t s D w, j s 1, 2, . . . , k y 1.1 ky1 j
Ž .In addition to IH assume that the hypothesis of Theorem C hold for k.
Ž . kLEMMA 4.3. Let k G 2 and S, r g B = Y . Then,ky1
kk 1J r x s Dh z , u z 0, r z J s xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .S 1 S 1
q Dh z , u z I , s z J k r x q Qh1 ; J x , 4.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1 S k
kk 1K r x s Dh j , u j 0, r j K s xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .S 2 S 1
q Dh j , u j I , s j K k r x q Qh2 ; K x . 4.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 1 S k
Let h s h , h , f , g, L s J, K, H, and L s J, K, H. Then:1 2
Ž . 5 5 5 h; L 5 5 k 51 P - ‘, Q - ‘, and L r - ‘.k k S
Ž . 5 5 Ž . 5 h; L 5 Ž . 5 k 5 Ž .2 P F O « , Q F O « , and L r F O « .k k S
Ž . Ž k . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž h; L. Ž .3 b L r F O « , b P F O « , and b Q F O « .d S d k d k
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Identities 4.9 and 4.10 follow from 4.5 and 4.6 , respec-
tively. We will prove the rest of the assertions for J and Qh1; J. The otherk
cases are similar.
Ž . Ž . 5 1 5 5 5 Ž .1 We know from Lemma 3.3 1 that J s F B q O « - ‘.S 1 1
5 j 5Inductively, assume that J s F A - ‘, 1 F j F k y 1. Recall thatS j
5 i 5 Ž . 5 5 h1; JŽ . h1; JŽ .D F - O « , S # F 1, Q r, s, t is a polynomial, and Q 0, ? , ?k k
5 h1; J 5 Ž .’ 0. Thus, Q - ‘. It follows from 4.9 thatk
h ; J1O « q Q xŽ . Ž .kk h ; J15 5 5 5J r F s O « q Q - ‘. aŽ . Ž .S k1 y O «Ž .Ž .
Ž . hi; J Ž .2 The argument and the vanishing properties of Q in 1 showk
5 h1; J 5 Ž . Ž . 5 k 5 Ž .that in fact Q F O « . Thus a it follows that J r F O « .k S
Ž . Ž . Ž 1 . Ž .3 We have shown in Lemma 3.3 5 that b J s - O « . Induc-d S 1
tively, assume that
b J j s F O « , j s 1, . . . , k y 1.Ž .Ž .d S j
Ž j . Ž . Ž . h1; JŽ .Since b D F - O « , b s F 1, 1 F j F k y 1, and Q 0, ? , ? ’ 0,d d j k
it follows that
b Qh1 ; J F O « .Ž .Ž .d k
Ž .By 4.9 , we have
dk k < <J r x y J r y 1 y O « F O « x y y , x , y g X .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .S S 0
kŽ . Ž .Thus, b J r F O « .d S
LEMMA 4.4. For k G 2, G k is well defined, i.e., it maps B = Y k toD F ky1
itself.
Proof. By the induction hypothesis, G ky 1 maps B to itself. LetD F ky1
Ž . k Ž .S, r g B = Y . By Lemma 4.3 and 4.8 , it follows that for suffi-ky1
ciently small « ) 0,
5 S 5 5 5 5 5 kkG r F M C q O « - 1.Ž .D F
Ž S . Ž . Ž .kIt remains to show that b G d F 1. Recall C3 . Let z s H x andd D F u
Ž . Ž . < < Ž . < < w 5 5z* s H y . By Lemma 2.1 4 , z y z* F Lip H x y y F C qu u
Ž .x < <O « x y y .
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Ž . 5 5 Ž . 5 5 Ž . Ž .Notice that b A B F A b B q B b A and that b f (c sd d d d
Ž .w Ž .xd Ž .b f Lip c , for Lipschitz continuous c . Thus, b r ( H Fd d u
Ž .w Ž .xd w 5 5 Ž .xd Ž 1 . Ž .b r Lip H F C q O « . By Lemma 3.3, b H s F O « . Thus,d u d S 1
k1w xb M r ( H H sž /d u S 1
k k1 15 5 5 5F M H s b r ( H q r b H sŽ . ž /S 1 d u d S 1
kqd5 5 5 5F M C q O « q O « . 4.11Ž . Ž . Ž .
Similarly, by Lemma 4.3,
k 5 k 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 kw xb M s ( H H r F H r M b s ( H q M s b H rŽ .Ž . Ž .d 1 u S S d 1 u 1 d S
F O « . 4.12Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .In view of C3 and Lemmas 3.3 and 4.3, b of the last two terms in 4.8d
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž h; L. Ž .are O « . By Lemma 4.3, b P F O « and b Q F O « . Thus,d k d k
Ž S . w 5 5 5 5 kqd Ž .xkb G r F M C q O « - 1 for sufficiently small « ) 0, sinced D F
kqd5 5 5 5M C - 1.
LEMMA 4.5. Let S g B be fixed but arbitrary. Let l and r be in Y k.ky1
Then:
Ž . Ž . h1; JŽ .1 P x and Q x are independent of r and l.k k
Ž . 5 k k 5 Ž .5 52 L l y L r F O « l y r , L s J, H, K.S S
Ž . Ž . Žky1.Ž .Proof. 1 From 4.7 we can see that L x depends only on SS
Ž . h1; JŽ .and, hence, P x and O x are independent of r.k k
Ž .2 We prove the assertion for J. The other cases are similar. Recall
Ž . Ž .4.9 . In view of 1 of this lemma we have
k kJ l x y J r xŽ . Ž .S S
k1F Dh z , u z J s x l z y r zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 S 1
k kq Dh z , u z I , s z J l x y J r xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1 S S
k k5 5F O « l y r q O « J l x y J r x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S S
5 k Ž . k Ž .5 Ž .5 5 Ž Ž .. Ž .5 5Thus, J l x y J r x F O « l y r r 1 y O « s O « l y r ,S S
Ž .which proves 2 .
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Ž .PROPOSITION 4.6. For sufficiently small « ) 0, there is u g 0, 1 such
that for all S g B and all l and r in Y k , d :ky1
S S 5 5k kG l y G r F u l y r .D F D F
Proof. In view of Lemma 4.5
S S
k kG l x y G r xŽ . Ž .D F D F
k15 5F M H s x l z y r zŽ . Ž . Ž .S 1
k k5 5q M s z H l x y H r xŽ . Ž . Ž .1 S S
1q Dg j , u j K s x l j y r jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . S 1
K kq Dg j , u j I , s j K l x y K r xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 S S
k5 5 5 5 5 5F M C q O « l y r .Ž .
w 5 5 5 5 k Ž .xFor sufficiently small « ) 0, u s M C q O « - 1, which proves
the lemma.
Remark. In order to be able to apply the fiber contraction theorem we
need to show that GSk r is continuous in S. We would like to point outD F
that this would not be possible if DkF were not uniformly HolderÈ
Ž .ky 1continuous. We already know from the induction hypothesis that G SD F
is continuous in S. For the purpose of proving Lemma 4.7 and Proposition
4.8 we replace the subscript k in P and Qh; L by S to indicate thek k
dependence on S.
Ž . ŽLEMMA 4.7. Fix r and let S s u, s , . . . , s and Q s ¤ , u ,1 ky1 1
. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .. . . ,u . Let z s H x , z9 s H x , z s J x , z 9 s J x , j s K x ,ky1 u ¤ u ¤ u
Ž .and j 9 s K x . The following statements are true:¤
Ž . 5 5 Ž . Ž d .5 5 d1 r ( L y r ( L F b r O « u y ¤ # with L s H, J, K.u ¤ d
More precisely,
dd 5 5r s y r s9 - b r O « u y ¤ #, s s z , z , j , s9 s z9, z 9, j 9.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .d
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 Let a j s 1, 1 F j F k y 1, and a k s d . Then,
a Ž j.j j 5 5D h( id, u ( L y D h( id, ¤ ( L F O « u y ¤ # .Ž . Ž . Ž .u ¤
Ž . 5 k k 5 5 5 d 5 5 Ž .5 5 d3 L r y L r F u y ¤ #, P y P F O « u y ¤ #, andS Q S Q
5 h; L h; L 5 Ž .5 5 dQ y Q F O « S y Q #.S Q
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 This assertion follows from Lemma 2.3 1 and 2 and the
fact that r is uniformly d-Holder continuous.È
Ž .2 By Lemma 2.3, L and u( L are uniformly Lipschitz continuousu u
in u. Moreover, D jh is uniformly Lipschitz continuos for 1 F j F k y 1.
j Ž .Thus, D h( id, u ( L , 1 F j F k y 1, are uniformly Lipschitz continuousu
k k Ž .in u. Since D h is uniformly d-Holder continuous, D h( id, u ( L isÈ u
Ž .uniformly d-Holder continuous in u. The O « factor follows fromÈ
Ž . Ž .hypotheses C2 and C3 .
Ž . h; LŽ .3 Recall that Q t , t , t is a polynomial in the components ofk 1 2 3
t , t and t and, hence, continuous in its argments. Also notice that1 2 3
1 1 Ž .L s L , which is uniformly d-Holder continuous in u Lemma 3.7 .ÈS u
Inductively assume that L j is uniformly d-Holder continuous in S,ÈS
Žky1. Ž .1 F j F k y 1. Thus, L is uniformly d-Holder continuous in S. S xÈS
is also uniformly d-Holder continuous in x. It follows that Qh; L isÈ S
uniformly d-Holder continuous in S. That is,È
5 h ; L h ; L 5 5 5 dQ y Q F O « S y Q #.Ž .S Q
Ž . Ž .Now, from 4.9 for L s J the other cases are similar we can see that
O «Ž .
dk k5 5 5 5L r y L r F S y Q #,Q S 1 y O «Ž .
kwhich shows that L r is uniformly d-Holder continuous in S.ÈS
PROPOSITION 4.8. GSk r is uniformly d-Holder continuous in S.ÈD F
Ž .Proof. By 4.8 and Lemma 4.7 we have
5 S Q 5 5 5 dk kG r y G r F O S y Q # .Ž .D F D F
ŽProof of Theorem C. We apply the fiber contraction theorem Theo-
.rem 3.5 to
G k : B = Y k “ B = Y k ,D F ky1 ky1
G k S , l s G ky 1 S , GSk l .Ž . Ž .D F D F D F
Ž .Condition ) of the fiber contraction theorem is guaranteed by Proposi-
Ž .ktion 4.6. Also, by Propositions 4.6 and 4.8, G S, l is continuous in bothD F
S and l. By the induction hypothesis, G ky 1 : B “ B has anD F ky1 ky1
Ž . jattractive fixed point S# s w, t , . . . , t and t s D w, 1 F j F k y 1.1 ky1 j
S#  4 k  4 kkMoreover, by Proposition 4.6, G : S# = Y “ S# = Y is a con-D F
traction and, hence, has an attractive fixed point t . Thus, by the fiberk
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Ž .contraction theorem, w, t , . . . , t , t is an attractive fixed point for1 ky1 k
G k : B = Y k “ B = Y k. It remains to show that t s Dk w.D F ky1 ky1 k
If u is C k, then G u is also C k, andF
Dk G u s G k Dk u ,Ž . Ž .F D F
)Ž .
nk n k
kD G u s G D u , n G 1.Ž . Ž .Ž .F D F
As in the proof of Theorem B, let u ’ 0. Then u s G nu is C k for0 n F 0
n G 1 and
lim u s w , lim D ju s t s D jw , 1 F j F k y 1.n n j
n“‘ n“‘
Ž .Moreover, by ) ,
nk k n k
klim D u s lim D G u s lim G D uŽ .Ž . Ž .n F 0 D F 0
n“‘ n“‘ n“‘
s w , t , . . . , t , t .Ž .1 ky1 k
Since convergence in the norms that we have been using implies uniform
kconvergence on bounded sets, it follows that D w s t .k
Proof of Theorem C*
v
j Ž . Ž .First we show that D w 0 s 0, 0 F j F k: By Corollary 1.5, w 0 s 0
Ž .and Dw 0 s 0.
Inducti¤ely , assume that Di w 0 s 0, 0 F i F j y 1 F k y 1. aŽ . Ž .
j Ž . Ž .Assume that D w 0 / 0. By 3.1 we have
jj j h ; K5 5 5 5D w 0 F M C q O « D w 0 q P 0 q Q 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k j
Ž . Ž . jy1 Ž . Ž .Recall 4.4 . By a , D w 0 s 0. However, Q ?, 0, ? does not identicallyj
vanish. The only term in Q which is not multiplied by a component fromj
jy1 j Ž Ž ..w Ž .x j Ž .D w is D g z , w z K x . However, by assumption ) of Theoremx w
Ž Ž . . j Ž Ž .. h; K Ž .C* we have since w 0 s 0 D g 0, w 0 s 0. Thus, Q 0 s 0. Now,x j
Ž . Ž .P ?, 0, ? , ? s 0. Thus, P 0 s 0. It follows thatj j
jj j5 5 5 5D w 0 F M C q O « D w 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
5 5 5 5 j Ž . j Ž .which is a contradiction since M C q O « - 1. Thus, D w 0 s 0,
0 F j F k.
v
k , d k k kŽ . Ž . 5 Ž .5Now w is C , D w 0 s 0, and b D w F 1. Thus D w x Fd
< < dx .
v
i kyiqd5 Ž .5 < <Assume D w x F x , j F i F k. For fixed but arbitrary x,
for some 0 F t F 1,
ky Ž jy1.qdjy1 j < < < <D w x F D w tx x F x .Ž . Ž .
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5 i Ž .5 < < ky iqdThus D w x F x , 0 F i F k, which finishes the proof of Theo-
rem C*.
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